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ADAM YARMOLINSKY 

November 17, 1922 • January 5, 2000

l t was with great sorrow that we learned that Adam Yarmolinsky, one ot the U.S. founders ot

Artes Liberales, died on January 5th, 2000. Nicholas Farnham, who worked with him in devel

oping the contacts in Eastern Europe that resulted in the creation ot the association, spoke about 

him at his memorial on February 26th in Washington DC. 

1 had the rare pleasure ot knowing Adam for the last sixteen years ot his verv full life. Together 

we developed together the Educational Leadership Program, a program ot week-long seminars and 

shorter conferences for college leaders that came to have a national, and eventually international re

putation. During our association he taught me a great deal about the connection between liberal 

education and the elements ot leadership, justice and civic responsibility in democratic society. 

Adam was matchless as a moderator in our Educational Leadership seminars. He could tact

fully encourage silent participants to speak, gracefully probe insufficiently explained positions, 

challenge inconsistencies, amusingly weave stories and anecdotes into the discussion, all without 

ever intruding into the general conversation. lt was a performance that never failed to induce awe 

and at the same time provoke thought and elicit creative responses. Even though he had moderat

ed well over 100 sessions ot Plato's Allegory ot the Cave, he frequently used to say that he was 

surprised by someone's new way ot looking at the text. But it was his way ot moderating that 

made each session a unique experience. Verv few seasoned college leaders ever left a seminar 

feeling that they had not benefited in lasting and unexpected ways. Because ot Adam's moderat

ing skill I came to expect that after each seminar we would receive letters proclaiming this to be 

the most important professional experience ot a person's career. 

Adam inspired not only admiration, but also great affection. He had a gentleness and respect 

for the humanity ot others, combined with a certain toughness. There was also his seemingly 

boundless enthusiasm and appetite for adventure. Whether it was leading a group ot college pre

sidents on an afternoon hike, or planning a new program in Eastern Europe, he brought an amaz

ing energy and determination to any project. Obstacles would seem to vanish under his scrutiny 

and determination. This was certainly the case at the end ot his life when, last November despite 

his illness, he was determined to carry out a long-planned Polish project - leading a group ot the 

brightest University ot Warsaw students through a set ot leadership readings, a feat that turned 

into a badge ot pride for the students selected for seminar, and a gratifying event for Adam. 

In our work over the years we carried on a continuing dialogue about the meaning and value 

ot liberal education-in the seminars and out. We edited a book about it . "What is liberal educa

tion?" Adam would challenge seminar participants. ls it what the famous Professor Hopkins at Wil

liams College said it was, simply a young man on one end of a log and the professor on the other? 

Or should it best be defined the way Justice Potter defined Pornography? "You can't define it but 

you'II know it when you see it". At other times Adam would, with bemusement, call up the image 

ot the college professor sitting on the front porch of his modest house in the typical college town, 

sipping tea and ready to exchange ideas with passing students. ls that the essence of it? What

ever the idea of liberal education, Adam focused not so much on the substance as on the process 

of it. The process, not the content, is what makes it an idea in which everyone can share, and what 

makes it the hope for democracy. 1 miss already and will continue to miss greatly having Adam 
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around to discuss that process, to remind me of its incredibly important implications. lf not on the 

opposite end ot a log or across the porch railing, then always available at the end ot a telephone 

wire. But I will miss Adam most ot all because he was a fine human being, a most sympathetic 

teacher and a loyal friend. 
Nicolas Farnham 

Adam Yarmolinsky in Bratislava 1999 at the openning ceremony of the Society for Higher Learning. 
Above: in the centre. Below: with his wife Sally, next to Adam sits ľom Darby with his wife Kay. 
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THE UNITY OF KNOWLEDGE: 15 1T STILL POSSIBLE? 

VARTAN GREGORIAN 

Presented al the Institute for Human Sciences (IWM, Vienna), al a colloquium following the 1999 Hannah Arendt Cerenwny 
Permission for publication granted by author 

W
e are in the midst ot an lnformation 

Revolution that may well parallel the 

Industria! Revolution in its impact and far

reaching consequences. We are told that the 

total amount ot collected information doubles 

every four years, yet we are unable to use 

ninety to ninety-five percent ot the information 

that is currently available. Nowhere is this 

more apparent than at the University, where 

the daunting arrival ot information in the form 

ot books, monographs, periodicals, film and 

videotape has been compounded by an ac

celerating electronic torrent trom thousands ot 

databases around the world. 

While it is true that attention to detail is the 

hallmark ot protessional excellence, it is equal

ly true that an overload ot undigested facts is a 

sure recipe for mental gridlock. Not only do un

digested facts not constitute structured know

ledge, but, unfortunately, the current explosion 

of information is also accompanied by its co

rollary pitfalls, such as inflation, obsolescence 

and counterfeit information. 

One ot the greatest challenges facing our 

society and contemporary civilization is how to 

cope with and how to transform information 

into knowledge. Our universities, our colleges, 

our libraries and leamed societies, indeed our 

contemporary scholarship, more than ever, 

has a tundamental historical and social task 

and responsibility to ensure that we provide 

not training but education, not education but 

culture as well, not information but its distilla

tion, namely knowledge, in order to protect our 

society against counterfeit information disguis

ed as knowledge. This is not an easy task. For, 

in addition to an explosion of information and 

knowledge, we also face dangerous levels ot 

fragmentation ot knowledge, dictated by the 

advances ot science, leaming and the ac

cumulation ot several millennia ot scholarship. 

Writing about the fragmentation ot know

ledge and the advent ot specialization, it was 

not so long ago Max Weber criticized the des

iccated narrowness and the absence ot spirit 

ot the modem intellectual specialist. lt was the 

phenomenon ot the modem specialist that 

prompted Oostoevsky to lament in The Broth

ers Karamazov about the scholars who " ... have 

only analyzed the parts and overlooked the 

whole and, indeed, their blindness is marvel

ous!" In the same vein, Ortega y Gasset, in his 

Revolt ot the Masses, as early as in the 1930s, 

decried it as the "barbarism ot specialization. • 

We have today, he wrote, more scientists, 

scholars and protessional men and women 

than ever before, but tewer cultivated ones. 

The University, which was to embody the 

unity ot knowledge, has become an intellectu

al multiversity. The process of both growth and 

fragmentation of knowledge underway since 

the 17th Century has accelerated in our centu

ry and will intensity in the 21st Century. 

Today's University consists ot a tangle ot spe

cialties and sub-specialties, disciplines and 

sub-disciplines, within which specialization 

continues apace. The unity ot knowledge has 

collapsed. The scope and the intensity of spe

cialization is such that scholars and scientists 

have great difficulty in keeping up with the im

portant yet overwhelming amount ot scholarly 

literature ot their sub-specialties, not to men

tion their general disciplines. Even the tradi

tional historical humanistic disciplines have 
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become less and less viable as communities of 

discourse. As Professor Wayne Booth put it 

wistfully in his 1987 Reyerson lecture: 

·centuries have passed since the fateful mo

ment, was it in the 18th Century, or the late

17th Century, when the /ast of the Leonarda da

Vincis could hope to cover the cognitive map ...

since that fatal moment ... everyone has been

reduced to knowing only one or two countries

on the intellectual globe ... [in the universitiesj

we are smitten in our príde ... when for one re

ason or another, we discover just what a piti·

fu/ly srna// corner of the cognitive world we live

in..

"The knowledge explosion, • Professor Booth 

says, "/eft us ignorant of vast fields of know

ledge that every educated man or woman 

ought to have known. • 

The growth and fragmentation of know

ledge and the continuing proliferation of spe

cialties are in turn reflected in the undergradu

ate and graduate curricula ot our universities. 

Many major research universities offer over 

eighteen hundred undergraduate courses. 

This, in turn, has led to the phenomenon that 

our students otten learn to frame only those 

questions that can be addressed through the 

specialized methodologies of their particular 

disciplines and sub-disciplines. 

Today, the faculties of our universities are 

confronted with the difficult choices ot balanc

ing analysis and synthesis, methodology and 

the relevant value ot course content, thus plac

ing more and more responsibility on the stu

dents to form the synthesis. In our universities, 

the triumph of the "monograph" or "scientitic 

investigation· over synthesis has fractured the 

·commonwealth ot learning" and undermined

our sense of commitment to the grand end of

synthesis, general understanding and integra

tion of knowledge. "Specialization, • as Profes-
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sor William Bouwsma put it, ·instead of uniting 

human beings into a general community of 

values and discourse. by necessity has divided 

them into srna// and exclusive categories/cote

ries, narrow in out/ook and interest. • This, in 

turn, tends to isolate and alienate human 

beings. ·social relations .. . are reduced to polít

ical relations. to the interplay of competitive 

and often antagonistic groups. Specialized 

education makes our students into instruments 

to serve the specia/ized needs of a society of 

specialists. • In his insightful essay on "Models 

of the Education Man", Bouwsma noted the 

obvious consequences of the above develop

ments, that 

• .. . the idea of an educated man has been

deeply affected by the "knowledge revolution •

out of which has emerged the conception of

education as preparation for research. As long

as knowledge was limited relatively simple,

and not very technical education could be fair

ly eclectic. Although it regu/arly emphasized

the formation of character, it cou/d attempt at

the same tíme to disciplíne the mental facu/

ties, provide a common culture and supply a

minimum of substantíve knowledge. Yet, obvi

ously, the sheer bu/k of the knowledge now

deemed necessary for an educated man, has

squeezed out of education and for the most

part even out of our understanding of it ... One

result has been a broad decline in the idea of a

general education, which for al/ practical pur

poses has become little more than a nostalgie

memory. lndeed the body of requisite know

ledge has become so vast that no one can ho

pe to master more than a small segment of it.

So in the popular mind an educated man is

now some kind of specialist: and in a sense we

no /onger have a single conception of the edu

cated man, but as many conceptions as there

are /earned specialties. •
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Nowhere is this better reflected than in the 

concept ot literacy. lt, too, has lost its unity. lt. 

too, has been fragmented. According to the 

Oxford Unabridged Dictionary. "literacy" is the 

quality or state ot being literate, ot possessing 

education, especially the ability to read and 

write. Today, however. we are using the term 

literate as knowing a specitic subject matter: 

we have proponents ot technological literacy. 

civic literacy, mathematical literacy. geo

graphical literacy, scientitic literacy, ethical lite

racy, artistic literacy, cultural literacy. analytical 

literacy. etc.' 

Our concept ot civilization was once con

ceived ot as a single. unique and astonishing 

achievement ot the human species. lt used to 

stand for the distillation ot all cultures. Now. in

stead ot a single world civilization that trans

cended many cultures and part civilizations, 

and embodied the collective achievements, 

creativity and aspirations of mankind. we see a 

multiplicity of them. Samuel Huntington's, 

Clash ot Civilizations. describes civilization as a 

"cultural entity" defined by such common ob

jective elements as language. history. religion. 

customs, institutions and by the subjective selt 

identification ot people. According to him. a ci

vilization may include several nation states or 

only one. His lists ot major civilizations include 

the West, Islam. Latin America. China and Ja

pan. According to Huntington, in this post-Cold 

War period. "the clash of civilizations" will dom

inate global politics. The fault lines between 

civilizations will be the battle lines of the 

future. The next world war, it there is one. will 

be a war between civilizations ... 

Today. throughout the world, including the 

United States, we witness once again the rise 

and selt-assertion of ethnicity and nationalism. 

conflicts between secular and religious values 

and rights; the politics of identity and the larg

er sense of community, the quest for "cultural 

empowerment." understanding and appreciat

ing our nation's ethnic and cultural diversity 

while maintaining its historic. social, cultural 

and political bonds of unity. These develop

ments, naturally with national ideological and 

pedagogical theories. tensions and conflicts. 

are reflected in the curricula of secondary and 

higher education. Proponents of multicultural

ism or cultural pluralism have done a good job 

in studying the unique experiences and contri

butions of different ethnic groups that have 

made the United States a microcosm of hu

manity. Yet even here the particular historic 

and cultural identities and entities have to rela

te to universal norms. Otherwise. multicultural

ism may inadvertently marginalize the role. 

contributions and uniqueness of many ethnic 

groups, in the history and development of the 

United States and its civilization. True global

ization. by necessity, has to involve the univer

salization of particulars and not just the partic

ularization of universals. 

The challenges we face are many, but we 

live in exacting times. Science has expanded 

1) My favorite one. however, is "managerial literacy." According to The New York Times, this literacy consists of 1200 

terms. We are told that if you score eighty percent or more, you should feel confident that you can engage in ··mea-

. ningful conversations with other experienced managers ... " One new word that I learned from the groups of words 

was ··satisficing," which means acceptance of a satisfactory level of performance of many orders ... Professor Herbert 

Simon, the author of "managerial literacy"· informed me that "satisficing" was not a nelogism. In fact. he says. as the 

1" edition of the Q.E.Q will testify, it is an old Northumbrian variant of "satisfying:· And as the new edition of the OED 

will testify, 1 reintroduced it with a modified meaning (in a paper I published in 1956), to contrast with ·optimizing' (a 

term that benighted economists are fond of using in their erroneous description of human rationality). Apparently (li

ke 'hopefully,' in its current meaning), ·satisficing· filled a gap in the language, and is not widely used, especially but 

not exclusively in economics. Editors, at least those who have access to the new OED no longer question it." " ... I 

thought it not improper, when I was developing the theory of bounded rationality, to borrow and polish up an old 

Northumbrian term whose Latin origins conveyed my meaning very well." 
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the horizons of our knowledge of nature be

yond imagination. The limits of our physical 

world are no more the boundaries of our earth, 

and we do not feel enclosed within the infinity 

of dark space anymore. Space has become a 

new frontier. Our earth has become a small 

unit in a galaxy or cosmos. The internet has 

ushered in the death of distance, while the 

computers have overcome the routine and the 

monotony, providing time and opportunity for 

creativity. The marriage of computers and 

genetic science, on the other hand, has in

augurated new and revolutionary vistas. In the 

midst of all these wonders, we face a funda

mental challenge: without opportunities for 

creative discourse among educated men and 

women. both within and without the Universi

ty. without the broad understanding of the pre

mises and assumptions of various academic 

disciplines, it is not easy for lay men and wom

en, neither for student nor faculty, to pursue 

complex problems that cut across the artificial 

barrier between disciplines. Yet the reality is 

that at present there are too many facts, theo

ries, subjects, specializations to permit the ar

rangement of all knowledge into an accept

able hierarchy. So what can be done? What 

must be done? 

Clearly our age of excessive specialization 

and fragmentation of knowledge does not call 

for abandoning specializations or sub-speciali

zations. After all, division of labor has greatly 

advanced the cause of civilization. Specializa

tion has been an instrument for progress. lt 

has been a source of general conception of ex

cellence. Complexity by necessity has required 

specialization. As Professor Thomas S. Kuhn 

puts it: 

"Though the increasing specialization that 

often accompanies professionalization may be 

deplorab/e, I take it to be as unavoidable in cog

nitive development as in bio/ogical science. 
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Both necessarily produce branching trees, and 

intercourse between branches can at best be 

partia/. In this respect, professionalism in 

science and in the humanities are a/ike. • 

We can not and must not castigate those 

humanists and social scientists who avail 

themselves of scientific methods and attempt 

to provide rigid analysis of literacy texts, social 

trends and historical facts. To condemn sci

ence as purely quantitative, while reserving for 

the humanities the sole jurisdiction ot qualita

tiveness is to indulge in unwarranted snob

bishness. To scorn sociology for its jargon. 

which exonerating philosophy, philology, aes

thetics and literary criticism trom that "sin" is 

equally unwarranted. The scientitic passion for 

verifiability. the habit ot testing and correcting 

the concept by its consequences in experi

ence, is just as firmly rooted in the humanities, 

social sciences as it is in the sciences. Nor can 

we castigate some knowledge and some 

scholarly disciplines as useless. Some fitty 

years ago, Abraham Flexner, a great educator, 

in his famous address "The Usetulness of Use

less Knowledge" said that the truly great and 

ultimately beneficial discoveries ot science 

were those made by scientists "who were dri

ven not by the desire to be usetul, but merely 

by the desire to satisty their curiosity." In our 

time, Freeman Dyson has echoed this by writ

ing that "unfashionable people and unfashion

able ideas" have otten been ot decisive import

ance to the progress ot science. 

The real challenge which the universities 

face today is not the choice between pure re

search and practical application but rather the 

reconstruction ot the unity ot knowledge and 

the reconciliation ot universal validity ot reason 

and our understanding ot the diversity ot so

cial and cultural experiences. The challenge 

calls for integrating and resynthesizing the 

compartmentalized knowledge ot disparate 
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fields: the ability to make connections among 

seemingly disparate disciplines, discoveries. 

events. trends and to integrate them in ways 

that benefit the commonwealth of learning. 

Today, within the university communities. 

we must create an intellectual climate that 

encourages our educators to encourage our 

students to bridge the boundaries between 

academic disciplines and make connections 

that produce deeper insights. Our scholars 

and, hence, our students must be skilled at 

analysis as well as synthesis. 

In the words of José Ortega v Gasset: 

"The need to create sound synthesís and 

systemízatíon of know!edge - wí/1 ca// out a kínd 

of scíentífíc geníus whích hítherto has exísted 

only as an aberratíon: the geníus of íntegratíon. 

Of necessíty thís means specíalízatíon, as al! 

creatíve effort does. but thís tíme, the [personj 

wí/1 be specíalízíng in the constructíon of the 

who/e. • 

"The momentum whích ímpe/s ínvestíga

tíon to díssocíate índefíníte/y ínto partícu/ar 

prob!ems, the pulverízatíon of research. makes 

necessary a compensatíve contro/ - as in any 

hea!thy organízatíon - whích ís to be furníshed 

by a force pullíng in the opposíte dírectíon, con

straíníng centralízed science ínto a wholesome 

organízatíon - the se!ectíon of professors wí/1 

depend not on theír rank as ínvestígators but 

on theír talent of synthesís . ..., 

Paradoxically, the same information tech

nologies that have been the driving force be

hind the explosion of information, growth of 

knowledge and its fragmentation, also present 

us with the best opportunity and tools for 

meeting the challenge of that fragmentation. lf 

2) The Mission of the University, 1944. 

the new information technologies themselves 

seem fragmenting, they are also profoundly 

integrative. 

Technology is allowing us to radically mo

dify the space-time constraints of the channels 

linking persons together. Computer communi

cation and electronic communication net

works provide new tools and opportunities for 

the scholarly community to share resources. 

After all, we must not forget that while micro

chips, lasers, and fíber optics are part of the 

technological elaborations. the raw input is still 

human speech and human ideas. Furthermore, 

the new technologies and their deployment at 

the University are, as often as not. an explana

tion and extension of new connections among 

the traditional disciplines. The growing special

ization and differentiation by necessity gener

ate broader and denser interdependence in 

our universities. They also engender growing 

worldwide interdependencies. As advances in 

artificial intelligence and voice recognition 

techniques permit computers to recognize hu

man speech and parse and understand natural 

language, we will have a true man, machine 

symbiosis that will revolutionize the way we 

deal with information. Thus, the process of as

similating new information technologies can. 

in the right setting. help us think hard and 

deeply about the nature of knowledge and 

even about our mission as a University. 

In the presence of the abovementioned 

developments and opportunities, higher educ

ation must develop and enunciate a clear phi

losophy of education, one that deals with the 

process and nature of learning, one that deals 

with the continuities rather than discontinui

ties and one that treats elementary, secondary, 

and higher education as a sixteen-year learn

ing continuum. in which the issues of general 

education, unnecessary, wasteful duplication, 
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coherence and integrity ot our curricula are 

dealt with. We must also confront the reality 

that at the present time in order to become an 

expert in any field or sub-field, one requires an 

increasingly narrow focus to allow subject 

mastery, while the generalisťs knowledge 

often tends to become increasingly superficial 

in order to allow broad coverage. Thus the 

need for breadth ot coverage invariably con

flicts with the need for coverage ot depth. 

Often our own training, narrow and focused in 

an earlier age, keeps many ot us trom particip

ating in the discoveries that are creating new

er disciplines. That is not merely a problem for 

the present but a crisis for the future as well. 

This makes it necessary for us to re-examine 

the fundamentals ot our liberal arts curricula in 

order to see whether or not they are providing 

a liberal learning in which the issues ot criteria, 

process, values, standards, norms, logic, aes

thetics, taste, discernment and organization ot

knowledge have a centra! focus and role. 

Since some ot the most promising areas ot

research and creativity are interdisciplinary not 

only in the physical and natural sciences but in 

the social sciences, the humanities and the 

arts as well, we have to develop creative multi

disciplinary and interdisciplinary approaches 

in our liberal arts curricula in order to provide 

intellectual coherence through interdisciplina

ry themes. There is no reason why scientific, 

historical and literary themes can not be 

taught through team teaching as well as multi

ple and comparative perspectives and expert

ise, in order to provide our students with not 

only knowledge ot disciplines but their inter

connectedness as well. 

Learning in college should be focused on 

its sources ot information and knowledge that 

will continue to be available after graduation: 

e.g. books, monographs, magazines, film, vi

deo, television, computer databases. This is 

especially necessary since learning is, and will
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be by necessity, a life-long enterprise. In addi

tion, Universities must develop strategies ot

enabling their faculty members, steeped in dif

ferent disciplines, to also have opportunities ot

interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary work 

and to develop· a broad general education ot

their own. 

Since this speech was written having the 

United States as its main point ot reference, let 

me conclude by citing one of its founding fa

thers. Thomas Jefferson once described Ame

rica as an idea, a "crusade against ignorance". 

He fervently believed that a nation can not be 

ignorant and free. This is true ot other socie

ties too. There are those ot us today who are 

still optimists and who believe that societies 

become more democratic as people become 

more literate, numerate and knowledgeable. 

Our ability to generate, organize, distribute and 

use knowledge more effectively is beneficial 

for our respective societies. Political empower

ment and economic opportunity stem from the 

same root: the spread ot knowledge. Under

standing the nature ot knowledge, its unity, its 

varieties, its limitations, its uses and abuses, is 

necessary not only for the success ot higher 

education and sciences, but the texture ot our 

democratic societies as well, especially now 

when so many questions are being raised 

about the ascendancy of mass society, techno

logical anonymity, perceived loss of ideals of 

nature, cultures, personality, and the loss ot

sense ot place in a human-scale world. 
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